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ABSTRACT 
 
Clustering is categorizing data into groups with similar objects. Data mining adds to complexities of 
clustering a large dataset with various features. Among these datasets, there are electronic business stores 
which offer their products through web. These stores require recommendation systems which can offer 
products to the user which the user might require them with higher probability. In this study, previous 
purchases of users are used to present a sorted list of products to the user. Identifying associations related 
to users and finding centers increases precision of the recommended list. Configuration of associations and 
creating a profile for users is important in current studies. In the proposed method, association rules are 
presented to model user interactions in the web which use time that a page is visited and frequency of 
visiting a page to weight pages and describes users’ interest to page groups. Therefore, weight of each 
transaction item describes user’s interest in that item.  Analyzing results show that the proposed method 
presents a more complete model of users’ behavior because it combines weight and membership degree of 
pages simultaneously for ranking candidate pages. This method has obtained higher accuracy compared to 
other methods even in higher number of pages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data mining is analyzing data to explore unknown relationships which offer useful information 
[1]. Data mining includes using complex analytical tools to explore valid and unknown patterns 
and existing dependencies in large data sets. Therefore, data mining technology is more than 
collecting and managing data; it includes decomposition, analysis and prediction [2]. In another 
definition, data mining is referred to extracting hidden information or patterns and specific 
relations in a large volume of data in one or more large information banks [3]. Based on the 
pattern which should be extracted, data mining tasks are categorized as below [4]: 
 

 Summarization  
 Classification  
 Association  
 Clustering  
 Trend 

 

Main duty of data mining is to classify and assign each record of database to one of pre-defined 
classes. Next task is clustering in which groups of records close to a sample record are found. 
Association is next duty which can be used to define implicit rules based on record features [5]. 
Data mining has wide applications which are classified as descriptive and predictive [6]. In 
descriptive data mining, purpose is to increase data recognition and its contents, while in 
predictive data mining, purpose is to predict to orient decision procedure [7]. 
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2. ASSOCIATION  
 
Association rules square measure supported the notion of group action that is an observation of 
the co-occurrence of a collection of things [8].Association means exploring union or relationship 
between objects. Association is based on certain rules. These rules are known as association rules. 
These rules show that there is a cooperative relationship among objects. In fact, association finds 
this relationship in a set of objects [2]. Association rule mining is an unsupervised learning 
method in data mining [9]. Association rule mining is used to find hidden correlations among 
different transactions in databases. An association rule might be any regulation which describes 
association relationship among different objects or items. In general, these association rules are 
If-Then rules which operate on conditional probabilities [10]. Association rules are the most 
important factor in recommender motors. In other words, association rules are the basis of each 
recommender motor. Association rules refer to exploring dependency among items which occur 
simultaneously. These rules are represented as argumentative proposition A->B. important scales 
in association rules which are used to evaluate explored rules are support and confidence which 
results in profitability and certainty of explored rules, respectively. If BA , values of support 
and confidence are calculated using Equations 1 and 2. 
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Most common method used to find association rules is to break the problem into two parts [11]:  
 

1. Finding all repetitive item sets  
2. Generating strong association rules from repetitive items  

 
Finding all repetitive items set is difficult while generating strong rules costs lower. Association 
rule mining is a main research field in data mining. Apriori and FT-Growth algorithms are basis 
algorithms for many association rule mining algorithms [12]. 
 

2.1. APRIORI ALGORITHM 
 
Apriori is an association rule mining algorithm which finds repetitive algorithms. This algorithm 
is a classic algorithm for generating repetitive patterns [6]. This algorithm is constructed on 
databases including transactions. Purpose of this algorithm is to find correlation between different 
data sets. Sometimes, it is called shopping bag. Algorithm input is a set of items and its output is 
a set of rules. In this algorithm, association rules are usually generated in two steps. First, 
minimum Support is used to find all repetitive item sets in the database, then this set along with 
minimum Confidence is used to constitute rules [12].  
 
Algorithm performs recursively and generates a lot of rules. Constraint of this algorithm is 
generating candidate items at each processing level [13]. Scalability is the most important 
problem in Apriori algorithm and computational complexity increases significantly [9]. 
 

3. CLUSTERING 
 
Clustering is identification of clusters or groups for a set of objects with unknown classes. 
Clustering should be performed such that similarities between objects of similar clusters is 
maximum and similarity between clusters of different clusters is minimum. Purpose of clustering 
is to divide existing data to multiple groups such that data of different groups have maximum 
possible difference and data of a group are similar as much as possible. Clustering procedure 
includes different steps. 4 main steps are as follows [5]: 
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 Feature selection or Extraction  
 Designing clustering algorithm  
 Validation  
 Result analysis 

 

Clustering is similar to classification. Clustering is an unsupervised learning method or 
unsupervised clustering of data items (including feature vectors (FV), patterns or observations). 
Clustering is finding clusters or classifying data in a set of unlabeled data. In Artificial 
intelligence, clustering technique is one of the main tasks [14]. Different clustering methods have 
been proposed as various algorithms. Figure 1 shows clustering algorithms employed in big data 
mining. Most important algorithm in clustering context is K-mean algorithm, in which each 
cluster is represented through its average objects (cluster center) [3]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Clustering algorithms in data mining [15] 
 

3.1. K-MEANS ALGORITHM 
 
K-means algorithm which is also called Lloyd algorithm [16] is one of the partition-based k series 
algorithms, one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms and one of the most important 
clustering algorithms. In this algorithm, clusters are separated through dividing a data set of N 
objects to k separate sets of points. Advantage of K-means is that when number of variables is 
high, computations might be performed faster than hierarchical clustering. Disadvantage of this 
algorithm are as follows [14]: 
 

 Comparing number of generated clusters is difficult.  
 Constant number of clusters might make predicting value of k difficult.  
 It does not work well with non-spherical clusters 

 
Main idea of K-means algorithm is defining k centers for each cluster. These centers should be 
selected with high precision, because different centers result in different conclusions. Therefore, 
best option is putting centers as far as possible from each other. In the next step, each pattern is 
assigned to the closest center. When all points are assigned to existing centers, an initial grouping 
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is performed and first step is complete. This way, new value of K is calculated and points are 
assigned to new clusters; this is continued until other k centers are not displaces. In fact, this 
procedure looks to minimize cost function or objective function. This function exists in Equation 
3: 
 

 )3(  

 
 

4. CONCEPTS 
 

4.1. USER PROFILE 
 
Number of users who search Internet and purchase through Web is increasing every day. Owners 
of web sites provide the possibility for users to create profile. Internet users can have specific 
profiles at each web site. For instance, if a user intends to purchase a product from a commercial 
site can sign up in that web site and set a user profile by filling fields like name, age, job, 
education and etc along with username and password. As users can see a history of their activities 
in that website, website owners can also use this profile to provide better services for the users. 
 

4.2. WEB RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 
 
Recommendation system is employed in various applications and different aspects. 
Recommender systems have emerged since beginning of Internet but not in personal form. Many 
methods are used in recommendation system which have some advantages and disadvantages. 
Currently, these methods include [17]: 
 

 Collaborative filtering  
 Content-based filtering  
 Demographic information-based filtering 
 Knowledge-based filtering  
 Hybrid filtering methods 

 
Recommender systems are categorized as personal and impersonal classes. Personal 
recommender systems include all of the above including, collaboration, content, demographic, 
knowledge and hybrid. Collaborative filtering is also divided into user-based and item-based 
classes [18]. 
 

4.3. TRUST IN INTERNET SHOPPING 
 
Internet shopping requires trust [19]. In recent years, the term “Trust” has become significant. For 
a virtual organization, trust is the most important problem and one of the management priorities 
[7]. Trust is a Feeling accompanied by acceptance of behavior [6]. Trusting user purchase 
depends on different factors. These factors include personal trust, background factors, knowledge 
and etc. Customer loyalty is the result of customer trust. Compared to conventional market, 
competition challenge is Internet market is higher and customer loyalty is less. Loyalty is 
purchasing again from the same brand or market. Customer loyalty is customer tendency to refer 
to a specific website again or his tendency to purchase a specific product. Different loyalty 
degrees form a pyramid, where the most important one is brand loyalty and customer tendency 
from a specific brand . 
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5. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
 
Using data mining technique, website managers can analyze preferences and purchase patterns of 
online customers for product recommendations. Data mining tool helps offering services 
proportional to user requirements. Purpose of this study is to identify and classify customers of 
internet stores based on sexual similarity, geographical location and age. Therefore, the proposed 
method is presented in three steps including: 
 

 Feature extraction from user profile  
 User clustering  
 Extracting association rules 

 

First step is to extract features from user profiles which is clustering algorithm perquisite 
and includes features used in clustering. Features used for clustering are extracted from 
user profiles which include: geographical location, age and sexual similarity.  
 

In clustering users, following items are investigated considering a minimum threshold 
value and maximum threshold value: 
 

 If distance of user from all clusters is greater than maximum threshold, a new cluster is 
created and user record is located in that cluster.  

 If distance of user from cluster is smaller than threshold, he is located in its current 
cluster; otherwise, maximum threshold is checked and if user distance is greater than 
threshold, a new cluster is created.  

 This way, all clusters are checked for the users and in user distance from clusters is not 
smaller than threshold, and user distance from all clusters is greater than threshold, a new 
cluster is created and current record is located in the new cluster. 
 

After performing the steps, there are still people which are not located in any of the clusters. 
Therefore, mentioned steps are repeated with this difference that maximum and minimum 
threshold values are changed, that is maximum value is decreased and minimum value is 
increased so that remained people are also clustered. In order to extract association rules, most 
applicable association rules are used in shopping bag analysis. Using these association rules, one 
can detect which products are bought together and describe confidence percentage. Following 
sentence is an example of output interpretation of association rules in analysis of shopping bag:  
“customers whom have soap in their shopping bag have bought paper tissue also in 74% of 
cases”.  
 
Using these rules, sellers can modify arrangement of their products to sell as much as possible, 
for instance, considering the mentioned rule, seller puts paper tissues beside soaps to increase 
selling paper tissues. 
 

5.1. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Simulation is performed in MATLAB and employed dataset is related to real NASA data. The 
proposed algorithm evaluates overlap of two sets, that is ratio of suitable recommendations to 
total number of recommendations through precision measure presented in Equation 4. 
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rw is rize of the recommended window, rt is the recommended threshold and rt is 
rp={xrw+1,xrw+2,…,xrw+|rs|} set of visited pages by the user followed by real subsidence. 
 

5.2. RESULTS 
 
Method used to generate recommendations based on association rules is compared with 4 
common methods based on conventional association rules and learning automata. A brief review 
of performance of these methods based on precision of recommendations vs. number of 
recommended pages can be seen in Diagram 1. According to this figure, association rule based 
method, obtains better results compared to other methods. 
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Figure 2: Comparing the Proposed algorithm and some other methods in terms of Precision 

 

5.3. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
 
Investigating recommendations of these methods, it can be seen that in low number of 
recommended pages, recommendations are generally associated to pages which have been visited 
by the user immediately after visiting the current page. In fact, each method offers most reliable 
recommendations therefore, this set of recommendations have relatively high precision. On the 
contrary, by increasing number of recommended pages, each method offers its subsequent 
recommendations with lower score. In this case, our proposed method recommends pages which 
will be visited by the user in next session with higher precision. In general, performance of these 
methods degrades as number of pages increases. But association rule based method has proposed 
a more complete model of user behavior due to combining weight and membership degree of 
pages simultaneously for ranking candidate pages. This method outperforms other methods even 
in high number of pages. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
User model is important since it is one of the main components of web personalization system. 
The better is this model, recommendations offered based on the model would be more precise and 
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deeper. In this paper, association rules are offered to model user interactions in web which use 
duration of visiting a page and frequency of visiting a page to weight pages and describe user 
interest in pages. Analysis shows that proposed method based on association rules has proposed a 
more complete model of user behavior due to combining weight and membership degree of pages 
simultaneously for ranking candidate pages. This method outperforms other methods in terms of 
precision even in high number of pages. 
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